
 
 

AFTER 2 YEARS of ideas, preparations and negotiations around our common vision 
of a Tantric-Meditative Lifestyle Community with Seminar Centre, Retreat & Healing Centre, we 
have now reached the level of possible realisation.  
We want to establish a tantric, meditative, free, holistic, ecstatic, a big « Yes-to-Life! » community 
of at least 25 people living together in a well selected place.  
Many meetings onsite and lately with zoom lead to the development of our common 
understanding of the creation and organization of this wonderful vision of our tantric community.  
You can read the up-to-date results of our survey with more than 35 answers here: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U9Zpmlp7N_sK_RuhGZjM6w4CjYzkvz7G/view. 

The most interesting place, Masia de Matuta, a 
fantastic spot with 27 hectares of land and a 
large house with 10 finished rooms already 
existing and available for immediate use, was 
found to be the most beautiful, energetic and 
inspiring.  
Those who have visited the place could feel the 
overwhelming beauty of this place and its great 
potential for our vision. 

 
NOW THE TIME HAS COME or us all to open our hearts to this extraordinary 
adventure. The sales contract has been successfully negotiated and a pre-contract is 
about to be signed. The funds for buying the property and the start-up of the first extra 
buildings have been provided by a group of eight members of our community: Andreas, 

Bodhi, Hari, Irene, Maike, Manfred, Michael and Utchi. These so-called "investors" or "start 
helpers" are willing to invest a total of 1.5 million euros. New investors are still very much 
welcome! 
Subsequently to the purchase of the property, we will constitute our cooperativa (co-operative) 
which will then be in full charge to co-create and coordinate the next steps towards the 
realisation of our vision in an equal way with shared responsibility and rights amongst all 
members. 

At some moment in the past you have shown interest in the 
idea of a Tantric Community. Now is the right moment to come 
closer to its realisation.  
You're still on time to become a founding member and co-
create this beautiful vision together with us! If you're interested, 
please contact Utchi at frankutchi@gmail.com or at (+34) 677 
549 660 and he will be happy to explain all details. 

For and from AMITA and our Comm’Unity,	  

Made on Earth, with love, on Feb.14th, 2021
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